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ABSTRACT

A relativistic quantum field model describing statevector reduction for fermion

states is presented. The time evolution of the states is governed by a Schrbdinger

equation with a Hamiltonian that has a Hermitian and a non-Hermitian part. In addition

to the fermions, the Hennitian part describes positive and negative energy mesons of

equal mass, analogous to the longitudinal and timelike photons of electromagnetism.

The meson-field-sum is coupled to the fermion field. This "dresses" each fermion so

that, in the extreme nonrelativistic limit (non-moving fermions), a fermion in a position

eigenstate is also in an eigenstate of the meson-field-difference with the Yukawa-

potential as eigenvalue. However, the fermions do not interact: this is a theory of free

dressed fermions. It is possible to obtain a stationary normalized "vacuum" state which

satisfies two conditions analogous to the gauge conditions of electromagnetism (i.e.,

that the meson-field-difference, as well as its time derivative, give zero when applied to

the vacuum state), to any desired degree of accuracy. The non-Hermitian part of the

Hamiltonian contains the coupling of the meson-field-difference to an externally

imposed c-number fluctuating white noise field, of the CSL (Continuous Spontaneous

Localization) form. This causes statevector reduction, as is shown in the extreme

nonrelativistic limit. For example, a superposition of spatially separated wavepackets

of a fermion will eventually be reduced to a single wavepacket: the meson-field-

difference discriminates among the Yukawa-potential "handles" attached to each

wavepacket, thereby selecting one wavepacket to survive by the CSL mechanism.

Analysis beyond that given in this paper is required to see what happens when the

fermions are allowed to move. (It is possible that the "vacuum" state becomes involved

in the dynamics so that the "gauge" conditions can no longer be maintained.) It is

shown how to incorporate these ideas into quantum electrodynamics. It is proposed

that the scalar i^Al^nA?) (+ and - refer to the positive and negative frequency parts

of AW) play the role of the meson-field-difference, and be coupled to the white noise in

the CSL way. Gauge invariance is not violated by the reduction process. The square

of the Coulomb potential becomes the "handle" by means of which statevector

reduction takes place.

Submitted for publication.
Permanent address.



1. Introduction

la. State Vector Reduction

In the last sentence of his last paper on the foundations of quantum theory, John
Bell1 raised "The big question" as to whether the "precise picture" of reality, inherent in
theories which give a dynamical description of statevector reduction, "can be
redeveloped in a Lorentz invariant way." This paper introduces such a possible
redevelopment.

We begin with a rather long introduction, first because the reader may be
unfamiliar with statevector reduction theories and second, in order to completely inform
the reader in a qualitative way about the full content of the paper.

It is 25 years since the first proposal2 was made to modify the Schrodinger
equation by adding a term nonlinear in the wavefunction so that it describes statevector
reduction, i.e. produces the evolution

a1(0)la1> + a2(0)la2>->|al> with probability

—>la2> with probability l<X2(0)l2
OR

(1.1)

Motivation for such heresy is the belief that the statevector should represent reality. The

status of the statevector in present-day quantum theory is unsastisfactory in this regard

because it describes the unreal, i.e., superpositions of macroscopically distinguishable

states (Schradinger's "cat paradox"). It is 15 years since it was shown3-4 that it is

possible to achieve reduction behavior by adding to Schrodinger's equation an extra

term depending upon a randomly fluctuating (white noise) function of time. Over the

next 10 years, some further understanding was achieved.

The reduction dynamics was seen to be closely analogous to a "gambler's ruin"

game,5 wherein e.g. two gamblers repeatedly bet a fixed sum on a coin toss, until one

gambler loses all his money: the fluctuations of the gambler's money is analogous to

the fluctuations of lan(t)l
2. The quantum result (1.1) has its parallel in the game: for

example, two gamblers, starting play with $70 and $30, have respectively a 70% and

30% chance of winning. This is because the game is "fair," and so it was seen that the

quantum predictions in (1.1) are due to the "fair" or Martingale nature of the dynamics

(i.e., «dlan(t)l2 /dt»=0, where « » refers to the average over the ensemble of

possible fluctuation-caused evolutions).

The evolution (1.1) is supposed to occur rapidly when the states lan> are

"macroscopically distinct" states, such as those describing an apparatus registering

differing outcomes of an experiment, but a mechanism to define those states was never
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spelled out (the "preferred basis problem"). When the states lan> only differ

microscopically, the reduction dynamics is supposed to still occur, although slowly,

but a mechanism that turns down the reduction rate for a microscopic system (and turns

it up for a macroscopic system) was also never spelled out (the "trigger problem").

However, since for a microscopic system, reduction dynamics is different from the

usual quantum evolution, it was realized that it is possible to experimentally test6'7

these ideas, but the accuracy required to distinguish a reduction theory from quantum

theory appears at present to be unachievable.

The importance of constructing reduction theories so that the density matrix

describing the ensemble of reducing statevectors obeys a closed evolution equation, in

order that the theories not allow superluminal communication, was pointed out by

It was also realized that reduction theories can produce small violations of

conservation laws.12

But it was not until 5 years ago that a convincing resolution of the preferred

basis and trigger problems was found, when Ghirardi, Rimini and Weber introduced

their SL (Spontaneous Localization) theory.13"16 Their idea was that a physical random

process is always present which infrequently (on an average of once every X.^1016

secs.= 108 years) suddenly alters the wavefunction of a particle, narrowing it by

multiplying it by a Gaussian function (of width or'^-lCr-5 cm., and with a center that

statistically favors appearing where the wavefunction is large). This spontaneous

localization or "hitting" process solves the trigger problem because, while the hits occur

so infrequently that a single particle is scarcely disturbed, a macroscopic system of N

particles will frequently (with average rate NX) have a particle hit: if the macroscopic

system is in a superposition of spatially separated states, one such hit will reduce the

whole wavefunction to one of these states. The preferred basis problem is solved: it is

essentially the difference in position of a large number of particles that distinguishes

one macroscopic state from another.

Although GRW's SL theory was not a theory which utilizes a modified

Schrodinger equation, it became possible to incorporate the GRW ideas in a modified

Schrodinger equation with an additional term that, remarkably, is linear in the

wavefunction.17 We presently appear to have a reasonable nonrelativistic theory which

describes statevector reduction, and moreover we have a framework that permits

generalizations.18.19 This will be outlined in section 2. Both the nonrelativistic theory

as well as the more general framework will be called CSL (Continuous Spontaneous

Localization) theories.

The nonrelativistic CSL theory is Galilean invariant in a way that is different

from the usual galilean invariance of quantum theory. In the CSL theory, the



Hamiltonian depends upon a fluctuating (white noise) function of space and time, so

there really are an infinite number of possible Hamiltonians, each with an associated

probability of occurrence. It is the ensemble of Hamiltonians (and their associated

probabilities) which is invariant under Galilean transformations, but each individual

Hamiltonian is not Galilean invariant. Since the theoretical description and its

predictions are Galilean invariant when their statistical nature is taken into account, we

call this stochastic Galilean invariance.20

lb. Stochastic Lorentz Invariant Models

In section 3 we will look at a recent proposal for a stochastic Lorentz invariant

theory.20 The nonreducing part of the Schrodinger equation describes a standard

quantum field theory, of a fermion field \|/(x) coupled to a scalar meson field <|><x). The

reducing part of the SchrOdinger equation couples the meson field to the white noise in

the CSL way. Now (as shown in section 2), when a set of commuting operators is

coupled to white noise in the CSL way, the dynamics tends to reduce the statevector to

an eigenstate of those operators. Thus, in this case, the dynamics tends to reduce the

statevector to an eigenstate of <|>Cx) at each point of space.

This behavior can be used to reduce a superposition of states containing

fermions by the following mechanism. As is well known, because the fermion field is

coupled to the meson field, a fermion state is "dressed" with mesons. This is most

simply discussed in the extreme nonrelativistic limit (section 3c) where an unmoving

single fermion at a point is in an eigenstate of <|>+(x) with eigenvalue given by the

Yukawa-potential at x (<)>+(x) is the positive frequency part of 0(x), the part containing

annihilation operators of momentum). Thus, for a superposition of states of a fermion

at different locations, each state has a "handle," its attached Yukawa-potential. If $(x)

were to be replaced by §+(x) in the coupling to the white noise, the CSL reducing

mechanism would choose a handle and reduce the statevector to the attached fermion at

a single location. Even though (j>(x) is not replaced by <|>+(x) (and we cannot do this

without destroying the Lorentz invariance of the theory), it turns out that the statevector

is stiil nicely reduced by this mechanism.

The trouble is that $_(x) also has its effect. Its effect on any state amounts to

its effect on the vacuum since it commutes with the operators that create dressed

mesons from the vacuum. And, because of the white noise coupling which contains all

wavelengths and frequencies in equal amounts, energy is generated from each vacuum

mode (associated to the momentum of the meson field) at the same constant rate

(section 3b). This results in an infinite meson energy/volume production rate. Thus,

although as far as the fermions are concerned, the reduction behavior of this theory is

satisfactory (section 3d), the theory's behavior as a whole is not satisfactory if one

wishes eventually to identify the mesons with real particles.

Nevertheless, in anticipation of a more satisfactory model, the relativistic

invariance of such a theory and its conceptual consequences with regard to such matters

as nonlocality, causality and objective reality, have been explored.21"2^

There is another example in nature of the dressing of a fermion than that

provided by Jt-mesons dressing a nucleon, and that is given by quantum

electrodynamics. In QED, a positive energy field (of longitudinal photons) and a

negative energy field (of timelike photons) contrive to vanish like the Cheshire Cat in

Alice in Wonderland, leaving behind a Smile, the Coulomb potential dressing each

fermion and the Coulomb interaction energy.

In section 4a we present a model with analogous features. It contains a positive

energy scalar meson field A(x) and a negative energy scalar meson field B(x). The

sum field S(x)= 2"1/2 [A(x) + B(x)] is coupled to the fermion field of mass M with

coupling constant g. In spite of the coupling, the fieid S turns out to be a free field, and

this makes the model exactly soluble. The fermions become dressed, but otherwise

remain free particles. In the extreme nonrelativistic limit (section 4c), a fermion at Xj is
in an eigenstate of the difference field R(x)s2-'/2[A(x)-B(x)] {not just of R+(x)) with
eigenvalue gy(x-Xj) (y is the Yukawa-potential).

In the beginning of section 4b it is shown that there is a zero average energy

production rate in this model, which is a wholesome sign. Next, the "vacuum" state is

discussed. The comments at the end of the last paragraph are predicated on the

existence of such a suitable normalized "vacuum" state which the dressed fermion

creation operators can act upon. We use quotation marks because the "vacuum" is not

simply the no-meson state. We are pursuing the analogy to QED, where gauge

conditions restrict all states. In particular, in the Coulomb gauge, the vacuum state is

not at all empty, as it is restricted to a particular configuration of longitudinal and

timelike photons. Similarly, we will consider restricting the "vacuum" lv> by the two

"gauge" conditions R(x)tv>=0 and R(x)lv>=0. (Unlike the case in QED, where the

Coulomb gauge restriction removes apparent Lorentz invariance, the "gauge"

conditions here are Lorentz invariant.) We find that it is possible to construct a

normalized no-fermion state that satisfies these conditions to any desired accuracy.

But there are, of course, many other no-fermion states, and we shall call these

all states of the "vacuum." In particular, there is a fascinating set of time-dependent

"vacuum" states which are eigenstates of R(x) at any time, such that the eigenvalues of

R(x) as functions of space-time can be regarded as a sample of a white noise field!

Moreover, when the reduction mechanism is included, it is to these states of the

"vacuum" that a general statevector strives to reduce. (This totally unexpected



appearance of white noise functions in the theory may presage the long sought (by me,

anyway) mechanism whereby the externally imposed white noise field can be

eliminated in favor of an internally appearing substitute, but I cannot yet see all the

needed features.) However, the "gauge" restricted vacuum state undergoing reduction

dynamics evolves negligibly, so the "gauge" invariance of lv> is effectively maintained.

Sections 4d and 4e conclude our discussion of the field theory without

reduction, with consideration of some new aspects that arise when the extreme

nonrelativistic limit is successively replaced by the nonrelativistic limit (where it is

found that motion of the fermions modifies the yukawa-potentia! to first order in g over

a distance M"1 making it finite at the origin) and the full relativistic treatment of the

fermions.

In the full relativistic treatment, when constructing the physical fermion

"vacuum," it is best 10 think in terms of Dirac's original picture of positive and negative

energy fermions. We construct creation operators (which are dressed by the

interaction) for both of these kinds of particles, and then apply, to the no-fermion state,

a complete set of negative energy fermion creation operators, in order to build the

fermion "vacuum." To first order in g we find that this "vacuum" comes with built-in

fluctuations. It is mostly the state of no bare fermions or andfermions but there are

small amplitudes for it to contain one or more bare fermion-antifermion pairs.

We also note that even the bare fermion and antiferraion are not eigenstates of

the g-charge, except at zero velocity where the bare fermion has positive g-charge and

the bare antifermion has negative g-charge. At non-zero velocity, the effective

Yukawa-potential of a particle has decreased strength. This means that, when reduction

is introduced, the reduction rate, of e.g. a moving apparatus, is less than that of an

apparatus at rest - but this is what might be expected as a consequence of time-dilation.

In section 4f, we consider statevector reduction when fermions are present. It is

shown, in the extreme nonrelativistic limit, how neatly statevector reduction takes place

to eigenstates of R(x), In the nonrelativistic limit, a qualitative difference may emerge

because the moving fermion interacts with the "vacuum." The "gauge" conditions may

become violated, but this complicated set of affairs needs more study than is attempted

here. However, it is possible that the "gauge"-restricted vacuum state is an artificial

choice for the full theory. When reduction takes place, it may be more natural to think

of the "vacuum" as one of an ensemble of time evolving states. The "gauge" conditions

can perhaps be maintained in a time-averaged, ensemble-averaged sense. Anyhow, the

important question of the energy changes of a moving fermion undergoing reduction

dynamics is left unsolved.

In section 4g, the numerical reduction rates for a single fermion and for a

macroscopic object are played around with.

One of the great needs of dynamical reduction theories has been to establish a

connection with more established physical theories. It has been suggested that

statevector reduction is related to gravity.25-28-20 However, here we do not attempt to

modify gravity by the addition of statevector reduction but instead, in section 5, we

propose a possible modification of QED. We suggest that the scalar field iid^A^-d^)

is the appropriate analog to R(x) that may be coupled to the white noise. We show that

the QED Hamiltonian for the free timelike and lightlike photons is identical in form to

the free Hamiltonian in the mode! of section 4. (However, the fermion-meson

interaction is different.) It is also seen that the reduction process does not violate the

true gauge invariance of QED. The basic equations are displayed. However, in this

paper, no detailed calculation based on QED with reduction are attempted. Instead, the

discussion closes with some speculations leading to the suggestion that the

(dimensionless) coupling constant characterizing reduction in this case is ~ 1CH°, and

with an expression for the reduction rate.

2. CSL

Statevector reduction is the consequence of the dynamical equatio

dl\|/,t>/dt I[Anwn(t) -

togedier with the probability rule

P(ly,t>) = P0(wn

(2.1)

(2.2)

In Eq. (2.1), H is the usual Hamiltonian and (An} are a set of commuting operators: it

is to one or another joint eigenvector of these operators (l..a'n..> with An\..a.\l.,>=
aiil..ak..>) that the statevector strives to reduce. wn(t) are independent white noise

functions of time. The probability P(ly,t>) of the statevector l\j/,t> is the same as the

probability of the white noise function wn(t) that generates it. If Eq, (2.1) were treated

as a usual (Stratonovich) stochastic differential equation, that probability would be the

Gaussian function Po((wn(t)}) that is completely characterized by the drift and

diffusion:

« w n ( t ) » = 0, «w n ( t )w m ( t ' )» = a.5nm5(t-t') (2.3a,b)

( « » means "ensemble average.") However, here we instead assign the probability

(2.2) to wn(t) and the statevector \\j,x>. Since the sum in Eq. (2.1) involves non-

Hermitian operators, a single normalized statevector, at e.g. time 0, evolves into an



ensemble of statevectors with norms that are generally not equal to 1. Eq. (2.2) says

that the fluctuations [ wn(t)) that are most probable are those that evolve statevectors of

large norm (while still not being too improbable with regard to the distribution Po). It

can be shown18 that Eq. (2.2) is also equivalent to characterizing the drift of the

fluctuations by

«wn(t)» = (2.3a1)

while the diffusion still satisfies Eq. (2.3b).

Some simple examples for which Eq. (2.1) can be directly integrated show in

detail how the reduction mechanism works in the individual case.20*23-29 i n this paper

we will only need to consider the density matrix D(t) which describes the ensemble of

statevectors obeying Eqs. (2.1), (2.2) (see earlier references for the derivation):

dD(t)/dt = -i , D(t)]. \ I [An, [An, (2.4)

To see how Eq. (2.4) describes statevector reduction, we set H=0, and solve:

(2.5)

The off-diagonal elements of the density matrix decay at a rate characterized by X as

well as by the square of the eigenvalue differences: the more different the eigenvalues,

the faster is the reduction. An initial statevector Iai(O)l..a|1..> evolves into an

ensemble of statevectors, with Laj,.^ occurring in the ensemble with probability

lai(0)l2 as promised in Eq. (l . l) .3 0 When H is not set equal to zero, there is

competition between the evolution and the reduction, whose joint effect must be

analyzed in any particular case.

To apply these considerations to a collection of fermions, in a way that utilizes

the GRW reduction mechanism, we choose17-18

An->A(z) = (2.6)

is the fermion creation operator at point x, and a"1'2=10*5 cm. is the GRW

width parameter.) Roughly speaking, A(z)'s eigenvalues are the number of particles in

a volume a"3/2 about the point z. The dynamical equation (2.1) can be written in this

(2.7)

where Hf is the usual nonrelativistic fermion Hamiltonian. Instead of writing Eq. (2.7)

in terms of the operators A(z) in (2.6) and the white noise characterized by

« w ( x , t ) » = 0, «w(x,t)w(x',t ')» = XS(x-x')S(t-t') (2.8a,b)

(which is the natural generalization of Eqs. (2.3)), as we might have done, we have
chosen to write Eq, (2.7) in terms of the number density operators ^(x)^(x) and the
white noise w(z) (constructed from that in (2.8)) which is characterized by

« w ( x , t ) » = 0, «w(x,t)w(y,t ' )» = (2.9)

Eq. (2.9) shows that that w(x,t) is white noise in time, but that its fluctuations in space

are correlated over a distance «a*1'2.

The collection of operators A(z) strives to reduce the statevector to an eigenstate

of the number density operator ^t(x)^(x) at each point x. This is evident in the

specialization of Eqs. (2.4), (2.5) to this case:

dD(t)/dt = -i[Hf, D(t)] - (V2)Idz[A(z),

<alD(t)la> = e-

(2.10)

(2.11)

(A(z)la>=a(z)la>). Eq, (2.11) exhibits both the slow reduction rate when D(t)

describes a single particle (since ldza(z)2=l), as well as the rapid reduction rate when

D(t) describes a macroscopic system in a superposition of far separated states (where

la(z)-a'(z)l=a(z) or a'(z), and is large over a large z-volume).

Because wavepackets are narrowed by the reduction mechanism, there is an

accompanying small increase in particle energy.13'28 We may rewrite Eq. (2.10) for a

single free particle in the position representation

d<x|D(t)lx'>/dt = -i(2M)-l(V2-V'2)<x|D(t)lx'> -
- (W2)(a/K)1/2Jdz[e-(a/2)(x-z)2.e-(a/2)(x1-z)2]<xjrj)([)ix'> (2.12a)

= -i(2M)-1(V2-V'2)<xlD(t)lx'> - X[l-e-(a/4)(x-x')2]<x|D(t)lx'> (2.12b)



It is then straightforward to calculate the ensemble average of the rate of increase of

kinetic energy

dTr{(p2/2M)D(t)) = SXaJAM (2.13)

If the parameters \, a have the numerical values chosen by GRW, this energy increase

is at present too small to be observed.

3. Model with One Scalar Field

3a. Stochastic Relativistic Invariance

The density matrix evolution equation (2.10) is Galilean invariant. One may

use the usual space-translation rotation and boost generators to show its invariance

under these transformations. It also is manifestly time translation invariant, but it

cannot be run backward in time indefinitely without the density matrix losing its

positive definite nature (so, strictly speaking, we have Galilean semi-group invariance).

However, this is no physical restriction because Eq. (2.9) is supposed to be

used by giving an initial density matrix D(0) (which may be pure or not) and running it

forward in time. Usually one only describes a limited system with D(0), as one doesn't

know or doesn't care about the state of the rest of the universe. If the system is

properly chosen, the forward motion in time of D(t) is indifferent to the state of the rest

of the universe, but the backward motion is generally not. Even in the usual quantum

theory, where one is mathematically permitted to run a statevector or density matrix

indefinitely backward in time, if the rest of the universe is not included the result soon

bears no relation to reality. So, ordinary quantum theory also, but not so obviously,

has the same restriction.

In scattering theory one sets up a pretend universe in the arbitrary past so that

one can maintain complete, and not just semi-group, Galilean invariance, but with

dynamical reduction theories one must confront reality. That is, in scattering theory, an

initial state of particles can be found, and the interaction turned on far in the past (a non-

Galilean invariant procedure!) such that the particles arrive near each other at time = 0 in

a state that well approximates the actual scattering that is being simulated, as long as the

interaction is long range so that the particles are not influenced by it until they meet.

But, in a reduction theory, the interaction is between a particle and the local white noise

fluctuation. When this is turned on far in the past, each particle starts reducing far in

the past, and the particles do not arrive at time = 0 in a state approximating the actual

S S i £

situation. So, in a reduction theory, one cannot use the artifice of scattering theory to

obtain full Galilean invariance.

The Galilean semi-group invariance of the density matrix evolution (2.10) is a

consequence of the stochastic Galilean invariance of the modified Schrodinger equation

(2.7) for the individual statevector, and the associated probability rule (2.2). In

addition to time translation governed by the non-Hermitian generator displayed in (2.7),

the usual other generators may be used to transform the statevector to other frames in a

consistent manner.20 A single Hamiltonian characterized by a particular sample

function w(x,t) certainly does not look the same from different frames, but the

ensemble of such Hamiltonians and the statevector probabilities do look the same from

every frame, and this makes the predictions of the theory, as embodied in the density

matrix, Galilean invariant.

Likewise, relativistically invariant CSL-type equations can be created. One we

will consider here, in sections 3b-3d has the evolution equation

dly,t>/dt = - (3.1)

where Hf and Hm are the usual free fermion and meson Hamiltonians

Hf = Jdxv(x)[-ry-V + M]y(x), Hm = (3.2a,b)

and the white noise w(x,t) (a scalar field under Lorentz transformations) is

characterized by Eqs. (2.8). The infinitesimal generators can be constructed to

transform the statevector to any Lorentz frame (the boost generator is not the usual one,

as it possesses appropriate reducing terms, but the translation and rotation generators

are as usual) in a consistent manner.20 The ensemble of Hamiltonians looks the same

from all frames.

However, the problem of being unable to go backwards in time appears here in

aggravated form. If a statevector is given at time to in Lorentz frame #1, it may be

evolved forward in time into an ensemble of statevectors in that frame. But no

statevector or ensemble can be defined in a boosted frame #2, for that requires what

does not exist, knowledge of a statevector or ensemble in the region of spacetime earlier

than time to in frame #1. This same problem appears in the usual relativistic quantum

theory, but it is swept under the rug when the artifice of scattering theory is employed.

Nonetheless, the theory displays active Lorentz invariance, as it may be used to

describe an experiment performed in any Lorentz frame, and it will give the same

Statistical results in all frames. And, one may write Eq. (3.1) as a Tomonaga-

Schwinger equation for the evolution of the statevector defined on an arbitrary

10



hypersurface, with the proviso that the evolving surfaces do not cross the hypersurface

where the statevector is initially defined, and one can show that this hypersurface

evolution has the same description from all frames,21 which is an aspect of passive

Lorentz invariance.

If we knew the true statevector of a unique universe (assumed Minkowskian) in

one Lorentz frame for all time, as well as the true fluctuation w(x,t) that brought it

about, since we have the generators, we could find that statevector in any Lorentz

frame. If events in that universe were rich enough so that its history includes many

repeated "experiments" of an appropriate nature, one could in principle examine its

behavior from all frames to see to what statistical accuracy Lorentz invariance is

satisfied. If the true universe is "typical" (i.e. it exhibits ergodicity such that the time

average behavior of an ensemble of repeated almost identical situations shows the same

statistical behavior as the CSL ensemble for such a situation), then it may be possible to

establish passive Lorentz invariance for the theory, in some sense. These sketchy

remarks should be taken to indicate that the problem is deep (involving probabilistic

inferences based upon an individual case) and unsolved, and requires examination.

In order that it be possible to construct the infinitesimal generators, or to employ

the Tomonaga-Schwinger formalism, it is sufficient that the white noise w(x,t) be

locally coupled to a Lorentz scalar, and that the whole non-Hermitian CSL part of the

Hamiltonian (e.g. the last integral in Eq. (3.1) commute with itself on spacelike

hypersurfaces.^^1 The models considered in this paper are of this type.

3b. Vacuum Behavior

As mentioned in the introduction, the fermions described by Eq. (3.1) get

dressed by the meson field because of the g-coupting , and a meson field configuration

is selected by the reduction process, resulting in a reduced state of the attached fermion.

Although this has been discussed elsewhere20 (in the one-dimensional case) we are

going to look at it here.

But first, we look at the obvious difficulty with the model. The density matrix

evolution equation (2.4), specialized to Eq, (3.1), is

dD(t)/dt = -i[H, D(t)] - , D(t)JJ (3.3)

(H = H[+Hm+Hj). We calculate the rate of increase of H(t)sTr[HD(t)}, the ensemble

expectation value of the energy:

1 1

= -|Tr{jdx[<Kx),[<K*),Hl]D(t)) = (3.4)

(using [<t>(x), H]=[<|>(x), Hm]=iit(x), K>(x), ic(x)]=i5(0),and Tr{D(t))=l). The energy

production rate per unit volume is (A/2)5(0), certainly larger than the small amount in

Eq. (2.13). Fearless in the face of infinity, we trudge on, noting that it is remarkable

that this same infinite value is obtained regardless of the state of the system described

by D(t): surely that requires some explanation.

In order to see how this comes about, let us set Hf = 0, Hj = 0 and consider the

"vacuum" alone. We inquire as to what the reduction process does to each mode of the

"vacuum" state. We write the meson field operators <|>(x), JE(X) in terms of momentum

creation and annihilation operators in the standard way:

(2jt)-3/2Jdk(2e)-l/2[a(k)+at(-k)]eikx

ic(x) = (2it)-3

(E(k)=Vk2 + m2, [a(k), at(k')]=5(k-k').) Eq. (3.3) becomes:

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

dD(t)/dt = -i[/dkeat(k)a(k), D(t)] - |jdk(2e)-'[a(k)+at(-k), [at(k)+a(-k), D(t)]] (3.6)

We note that the modes k and -k are coupled by the reduction interaction term. It is
useful to define new operators qj(k), q2(k), Pj(k), p2(k) satisfying

[qiflO, Pj(k')] = i6ij6(k-k), [qi(k), qj(k')] = [Pi(k), Pj(k')] = 0 (3.7)

which are related to a(k), at(k) by

a(k) + a+(-k) = q1Ck)-iq2(k), -ia(k) + iat(-k), EP l(k) - ip2(k) (3.8a,b)

and which preserve the commutation relations of a(k), a'f(k), as can be deduced from:

a(k) = 2-'[(q,(k) + ipj(k)) - i(q2(k) + ip2(k))] (3.9a)

at(k) = 2-H(q,(k) - iPl(k)) + i(q2(k) - ip2(k))] (3.9b)
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(we have used qi(-k)=.q,(k), q2(-k)=-q2(k), P l(-k)=P l(k), p2(-k)=-p2(-k)). We

note from Eq. (3.5a) and Eq. (3.8a) that an eigenbasis of q^k) is also an eigenbasis of

<D0O.
Expressing Eq, (3.6) in terms of the new operators, we obtain

dD(tVdt = -i[fdk ^ q ^ , D ( t ) ]

-(W2)fdke-'{[qi, [q,, D(t)J] + [q2, [q2, (3.10)

(j*dk denotes that the integral is to be taken over a suitable half of k space, so that if k

is included, -k is not included.)

Eq. (3.10) describes a collection of harmonic oscillators which are being

reduced according to their position. Going over to a discrete basis, we make the

replacements qi(k)~>(Ak)-3/2q, pi(k)-»(Ak)-3/2p, where (Ak)3 is the element of k-

space volume. We consider a density matrix D(t) which can be written as the product

of density matrices D(k,t) for each mode, each of which satisfies

= -i(e/2)[q2+p2,D(0] - (W2e)[q, [q, (3.11)

This problem, of such a reducing oscillator, was first considered by Diosi31 and has the
solution

- 2"1£-2>.sin2Et)]-1/2 •<qlD(t)lq'> = [7t(l

. e-O/4)[(q+q') + a2-l£-2(q-q')(l-cos2et)]:2/[l + Xz'h - 2- ()

corresponding to the initial condition that the oscillator starts in the ground state at t=0,

<qlD(0)lqi> = jt-1/2 e-(q
2+q'2)/2 (3_13)

Eq. (3.12) clearly shows that the "vacuum" is so excited by the reduction

process that it dramatically departs from the ground state. Reduction evolution toward

an eigenstate of q, and therefore to an eigenstate of <t>(x), is apparent in the behavior of

the first exponential for large t

e-(Xt/4e)(q-q')2 5(q-q')

1 3

(3.14)

On the diagonal, for large t the density matrix approaches

<qlD(t)lq> (3.15)

It follows that D(t) can crudely be thought of as asymptotically consisting of an
ensemble of normalized states, each state being close to an eigenstate of q, with all
states having equal probability, for eigenvalues iying between -XtJe and Xx/e.

We are interested in Hmode(t)=Tr{(e/2)[p2+q2;|D(t)), the expectation value of

the energy. From Eq. (3.12) one readily finds

Tr(|q2D(t)] = - (V2E)sin2et]

Tr(|p2D(t)} = | [e + Xt + (V2E)sin2et]

Hmcxte(t)= £{e + Xtl

(3.16a)

(3.16b)

(3.16c)

Thus we see from Eq. (3,16) that dHmo<je(t)/dt=X/2 for each mode. When we sum

over all modes we get

dHm(0/dt = I (X/2) = (V2)(Ak)- (X/2)8(k)|dk

(3.17)

Eq. (3.17) shows that the rate of energy increase in Eq. (3.4) can be totally

accounted for as due to the excitation by reduction of the "vacuum" modes. We are

then led to expect, when particles are added to the picture, that their reduction behavior

proceeds in a sensible fashion, although occurring against the backround of this

unfortunate "vacuum" behavior. That this is indeed the case is suggested in the next

section.

3c. Extreme Nonrelativistic Limit without Reduction

We shall make our point by considering Eq. (3.1) in the extreme nonrelativistic

limit, where the fermions do not move. For simplicity, we remove Hf entirely, and

replace \|/(x)y(x) in the interaction with ^t(x)^(x) (^(x) creates a fermion at the point

x). This model without reduction is well known,^^ but we will review it anyway,
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using methods that will also be employed in subsequent sections, before analyzing its

reduction behavior.

Consider the Schrtidinger evolution

dly,t>/dt = -ii -iHly,t> (3.18)

with an initial state vector consisting of bare fermions at xl ,..xN (and the "vacuum" in

the ground state):

(3.19)

Writing the solution in the form

(3.20)

suggests that we calculate

with (3.21a.b)

(we already have e'iHtl0>). We also will need (f, n , % defined similarly.

Using

dOp(x,t)/dt = -i[H, Op(x,t)] (3.22)

as well as H=H, and the invariance of the equal time commutation and anticommutation
relations under this unitary transformation, we obtain (note the similarity to equations
for the Heisenberg operators Qp(x,-t)):

d<t>/dt = -7i ,

^/dt = -ig ^ ,

(3.23a,b)

(3.23c,d)

Since, according to Eq. (3.23d),

0(x,t) in terms of operators at t=0:

we can solve Eq. (3.23b) for

15

-x1,t-t1) (3.24)

In Eq, (3.24), G(x,t) is the retarded greens function

G(x,t) = 9(t)(2it)-3/2]dkeikxE-lsinEt (3.25)

satisfying G(x,0)=0, G(x,0)= 5(x)6(t), O-m2]G(x,t)= 8(x)5(t). Eq. (3.23c) can

be integrated:

if(x,t) = c-igfiidt'Jdx1(j>(x1)G(x-x1,t').eigJodt'Idx17t(x1)G(x-x1,t).

(3.26)

Eq. (3.26) shows how the bare fermion creation operator is dynamically

dressed. Accordingly, to obtain the completely dressed fermion, we consider

[An exponential factor in Eq. (3,26) has been taken out because, when applied to the

state (3,10), it merely introduces a numerical factor exp-iEt, where E is the Yukawa

(infinite) self-energy and interaction energy among the fermions. This would become

exp-iEoo in the t-»«> limit, were it allowed to remain.] We can perform the time

integrals of G and G in Eq. (3.26) using

= TC5(E) (3.28)

(the convergence factor e"61 in (3.21) can be thought of as replacing g by ge"5t i.e., to

turning off the interaction in the infinite future), obtaining

Iodt'G(x-x\tl) = 0, ftdt'G(x-x',f) = 5 ^ f = y(x-x')

Eq. (3.27) then becomes

E;f(x)

(3.29a,b)

(3.30)
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Eq. (3.30) is the dressed fermion creation operator. We note by direct
calculation that it satisfies

\x)] = -gy(x-x%\x) (3.31a)

[H, l\x)} - ^(x)[-g2jdX^t(x<)^(x>)y(x^1) - (g2/2)y(0)] (3.31b)

It follows from Eq. (3.31b) that ^(x) creates energy eigenstates (in-states):

N

n,n'=l
(3.32)

(the infinite self-energy terms -y(0) may be subtracted from H if desired). However,
these are not eigenstates of (|>(y), since

(3.33)

although they are eigenstates of <t>+(y) with eigenvalue -g£y(y-xn). Nonetheless, the

state in Eq. (3.33) is close enough to an eigenstate of <)>(y) so that Eq. (3.3) produces

reduction, in this extreme nonreiativistic limit, based upon differences in the Yukawa-

potential, as will now be shown.

3d.Extreme Nonreiativistic Limit With Reduction

Consider the density matrix evolution equation (3.3) in the extreme
nonreiativistic limit

dD(t)/dt = -i[ ̂ Jdx[K2+V<t)-V<t»+m2<t»2+2ĝ t̂ (t1]t D(t)] - |ldx[<|)(x), [<f>(x), D(t)]] (3.34)

For simplicity, we will only treat a single fermion in an initial pure state

D(0) = (3.35)

1 7

(IO>f is the no-fermion state, and IO> is the ground state of the "vacuum") although the

analysis for a many-fermion state goes through similarly. In order to solve Eq. (3.34)

we make the ansatz

(3.36a)

(3.36b)

D(t) =

D'(x,x',0) = IOxO|

so that D' is a density matrix solely in the "vacuum" space. Putting Eq. (3.36a) into

Eq. (3.34), and utilization of Eqs. (3.31) to commute H and $ past E, , results in the

dynamical equation forD':

3D'(x,x',t)/9t = -i[ Hm, D'(x,x',t)] -

- ag2/2)Jdy[y(x-y) - y(x'-y)]2D1(x,x',t)

), D'(x,x\t)I (3.37)

If the first two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3.37) were the only terms,

we would be dealing with the "vacuum" reduction analyzed in section 3b.

If the third term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.37) were the only term, the

solution of (3.37) would be

D'(x,x',t) = e- - (Xg2t/2)Jdy[y(x-y) - y(x'-y)]2f(x)f*(x')|0><0| (3.38)

This is identical to the nonreiativistic CSL reduction of a particle described in section 2
(in the M—»<*> limit where the particles do not move), except that the Gaussians in e.g.

Eq. (2.12a) are replaced by Yukawa-potentials.
It is the last term in Eq. (3.37), which describes the interaction of the "vacuum"

with the particle, that prevents us from visualizing this process as separate particle and
"vacuum" reductions. To see how important this term is, we do a modal analysis of
Eq. (3.37), as was performed for the vacuum in section 3b. In terms of the variables
q^k), qj(k), P[(k), p2(k) introduced there, Eq. (3.37) becomes:



3D'(x,x',t)/dt = -i[fdk

-(X/2)fdke-l Uqi. [qi. D']] + [q2, [q2, D
1]]}

-X.g2(2j:)-3rdke-4{tcosk-x-cosk-x']2+ [sink-x-sink-x1]2) D'

-XgVI(2jt)-3fdke-5/2{[cosk-x-cosk-x1Kq1, D1] + [sink-x-sink-x(][q2, D1]} (3.39)

As in section 3b we can go over to a discrete basis, and write the density matrix as the
product of density matrices D(x,x',t) for each mode, each of which satisfies

3D(x,x',t)/at = -i[|(q2+p2> r j 1 . (V2e)[q, [q, D1]] - Xi & - X2[q, &] (3.40)

where

X.i =Xg2(2jt)-3(Ak)3e^![cosk-x-cosk-x']2OR [sink-x-sink-x']2) (3.41a)

X2 = >-gVI(27t)-3(Ak)3/2e-5/2{[cosk-x-cosk-x'] OR [sink-x-sink-x']) (3.41b)

(the cosines are used for mode q, ,pj, the sines for mode q2 ,p2 ). The solution of Eq.

(3.40), expressed in the basis in which q is diagonal, subject to the initial condition

(3.13) that the "vacuum" is in the ground state at t=0, is (compare Eq. (3.12))

<q!D'(x,x',t)lq'> = [7t(l + te"1! - 2-)e-2Xsin2et)]-1/2 •

e-X2e-'{q-q')sinet.

(3.42)

The point to observe here is that the interaction terms proportional to X2 do

nothing more dramatic than oscillate with time. Although the vacuum reduction is

somewhat correlated with the fennion reduction, the essential behavior of the density

matrix can be described as the product of the reduction onfermion position described

by the X\ -term, and the reduction of the vacuum toward eigenstates oftp{\) (with a

long time behavior that is not essentially different from that discussed in section 3b).
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We conclude that reduction of fennion states via the "handle" of an attached
Yukawa-potential works in this model, even though the "vacuum" behaves

unacceptably. This leads us to seek another model where the same reduction

mechanism operates, but with a more physically justifiable "vacuum" behavior.

4. Model with Two Scalar Fields

4a. The Meson Fields

The model that will be considered in the rest of this paper is designed to dress

fermions in a way that imitates the behavior of the longitudinal and timelike photons in

QED. We consider the following evolution equation for statevectors:

dly,t>/dt = -HHf+Hm+Hi]l\|f,t> + jdx[R(x)w(x,t)-X.R(x)2ll\iM>

where Hf is the usual fermion Hamiltonian given in Eq. (3.2a), but

Hm= ^Jdx[jiA
2 + VA-VA + m2A2 - JIB2 - VB-VB - m2B2]

Hi=gldxvj?(x)Y(x)S(x)

R(x) S(x) = j^[A(x) + B(x)l

(4.1a)

(4.1b)

(4.1c)

(4.1d,e)

That is, according to Eq. (4.1b), A is a positive energy scalar meson field and B is a

negative energy scalar meson field. The only nonvanishing commutators of the basic

field operators are the usual ones

, TtA(x')) = iS(x - x'), O ] = iS(x - x1) (4.2a,b)

Actually, rather than working with the fields A and B, we prefer to work with

the fields R and S and their conjugate momenta

(4.3a,b)

It follows from Eqs. (4,ld,e), (4.2), (4.3) that the only nonvanishing commutators
among R, S, nR , its are
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), TCR(X')] = i5(X - X'), ), 7IS(x')] = l5(X - X') (4.4)

In terms of these fields, H m may be written

ftm = ldx[itR7ts + VR-VS + (4.5)

Some insight into the peculiar nature of Hm may be obtained by considering it
to be the complete Hamiltonian, and by looking at the Heisenberg picture equations of
motion

dR(x,t)/dt = H[R, H] =its(x,t), dS(x,t)/dt = icR(x,t) (4.6a,b)

dn$(x,t)/dt = V2R(x,t) - m2R(x,t), d7iR(x,t)/dt = v'2S(x,t) - m2S(x,t) (4.6c,d)

That is, R(x,t) and S(x,t) each obey the Klein-Gordon equation, but the time derivative

of each field is the conjugate momentum of the other field!

Solving the Klein-Gordon equation, we have

R(x,t) = ir.s(x',t)G(x-x',t)] (4.7)

where G is the retarded greens function (3.25). We see from Eq, (4.7) (and a similar
expression for S) that

[R(x,t), R(x',t')]=0, [S(x,t), S(x',t')] = 0 (4.8a,b)

i.e. these commutators not only vanish for spacelike separations of(\,l), (x'.t1) but for
all separations.

To examine the spectrum of Hm, it is convenient to introduce a modal
representation for R(x) and S(x) in terms of Hermitian operators q^k), p;(k):

R(x) = (27u)-3/2jdk(4e)-1/2[(q!(k) - iq2(k))eik* + (q,(k) + iq2(k))e-
ik*] (4.9a)

S(x) = (2n)-3/2jdk(4e)l''2i[(pl(k) - ip2(k))eik" - (p,(k) + ip2(k))e ik"l (4.9b)

Eq. (4.9a) (or (4.9b)) is the most general expression one can write down for a real
operator. Since R(x,t) ((S(x,0) obeys the Klein-Gordon equation and equals R(x)
((S(x)) at t=0, R(x,t) and S(x,t) can be constructed by replacing k x with k x - et

2 1

in Eqs. (4.9). Then it follows from Eqs. (4.4), (4.6), (4.8) that the only nonvanishing

commutators of q;, pj are

= i5(k - k1) (4.10)

Note that in particular, unlike the case for the usual scalar field, the positive frequency
operator qj- iq2 and the negative frequency operator q t+ iq2 commute with each other
(similarly for pT - ip2, Pj+ ip2)- We will use the representation (4.9) of R and S in
terras of q;, p; as well as

k) - ip2(k))eik" + (Pl(k) + ip2(k))e-i"-*] (4,11a)

i[-(q1(k) - iq2(k))eik" + (qi(k) + iq2(k))e-'kx] (4.1 lb)

even when considering interacting fields.

Substituting Eqs. (4.9), (4.11) into Eq. (4.5) we obtain for Hm the following

expression:

Hm = jdkE(k)[qi(k)p2(k) - q2(k)Pl(k)] (4.12)

Thus, for the combined meson fields, the spectrum of each mode is the spectrum of

angular momentum. Each mode can be regarded as analogous to a (zero kinetic energy)

orbiting particle in the x-y plane in a z-directed magnetic field of strength e(k). The

"magnetic energy" spectrum ne(k) (n can be a negative or positive integer or zero) is

just what one expects from the combined modes of the positive energy and negative

energy meson fields.

4b. Vacuum Behavior

In the model of section 3 we saw, due to reduction, that dH(t)/dt was infinite.

Let us calculate the rate of energy increase due to reduction in the present model. The

density matrix evolution equation corresponding to Eq. (4.1a) is

dD(t)/dt = -i , D(t)jJ (4.13)

Therefore
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dH(t)/dt = dTr(HD(t))/dt = - 1 Tr{jdx[R(x), [R(x), H]]D(t))

=- |iTr{Jdx[R(x), its(x)]D(t)) = 0 (4.14)

Thus the most obvious sign of distress of the previous model is not present here. But,

what about the rate of increase of the higher moments of H? For example,

dH(t)2/dt = VTrlJdxJcs(x)2D(t)} (4.15)

is positive definite: is it infinite? We will now consider the vacuum evolving by itself,

and show that a normalized "vacuum" state can be chosen for which H(t)2 and higher

moments can have as small a rate of increase as one wishes.

When H is replaced by Hm in Eq. (4.13), and the modal decomposition of the

previous section is employed, Eq. (4.13) becomes

dD(t)/dt = -i[fdke(k)[qi(k)p2(k) - q2fk)Pl(k) + qi(-k)p2(-k) - q2(-k)Pl(-k), D(t)]

-(V2)fdk(2e)-1{[q1(k) + q i(-k), iqjCk) +q i(-k), D(t)]] +

[q2(k) - q2(-k), [q2(k) - q2(-k), D(t)]] } (4.16)

(Because the reduction part of the equation couples modes with k and -k, in Eq. (4.16)

we explicitly display the -k modes in the expression for Hm.) We now introduce

"center of mass" variables Qi, Pi and "relative" variables rt, SJ:

Qi(k) =j (4.17a.b)

(4.17c,d)

with the usual commutation relations so that Eq. (4.16) may be rewritten

dD(t)/dt = -i[j'dkE[Q1P2 - Q2Pj + rjs2 - T2SV D(t)]

j [r2, [r2 D(t)]]} (4.18)

For illustrative purposes, we will restrict our considerations to a particularly

simple class of "vacuum" states33. Going over to a discrete basis (as in section 3b),
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and writing the density matrix as the product of density matrices Dc(k,t) and Dr(k,t) for

each mode, we seek the solution of

- Q2P l t DJ - Qj2t)[Qv [Qlf DJ]

- r2Sj, DJ - (k/2e)[r2, [r2, Ey] ,

(4.19a)

(4.19b)

(The same symbols are being employed for the discrete operators as for the continuous
operators, e.g. Qi(k) —* (Ak)'^Qi without, we hope, causing confusion.)

Eqs. (4.19) describe the "particle-in-a-magnetic-field" with reduction on one of

the position coordinates. They are most easily solved in the "position" basis, with

employment of polar coordinate operators 9, r>

= QcosG, Q2 = QsinQ,

so that Eqs. (4.19) become

d<Q,e|DfclQ',e'>/dt ={-ie[4- — + 4- — ]
1 36 1 36'

= rsinti (4.20)

-Q'coset]2)<Q,e|DclQ',e'> (4.21 a)

[+- — + 4- ]
1 30 > Sd'

^ U'> (4.21a)

Before solving Eqs. (4.21) in general, we want to digress a bit to focus on a

particular class of solutions, described by the (improper, because it is unnormalized)

pure state density matrix

<Q,e|DclQ'>ei> = 5(6 - 60 -eO5(Q - Q0)S(6' - Go -et)8(Q' - Qo)

'> = 5(T> - •do -Et)5(r - ro)8(ijp - ifl0 -E05(r' - r0)

(4.22a)

(4.22b)

Eq. (4.22a), for example, corresponds to the wavefunction of a perfectly localized

particle at radius QQ rotating in the Qj - Q2 plane with angular velocity e. We will later

see that the reduction proceeds toward an ensemble of normalized states, each

approximating (4.22).

The pure states lvj/,Qo(k),9o(k),ro(k),*o(k),t>, characterized by the validity of
Eqs. (4,22) for all modes, are eigenstates of R(x) (as well as JTs(x)) at each instant of
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time. We can express R(x) in terms of the operators Qj(k), rj(k), using Eqs. (4.9a),

(4.17) and (4.20):

R(x) = r2(k)sinkx] (4.23)

Therefore the eigenvalue r (x,t) of R(x) for such a state is given by

r(x,t) = (2it)-3/2fdk(2/E)1/2[Q0(k)cos(6o+Et)coskx + r2(k)sin(fl0+et)sink-x] (4.24)

We wish to point out that r(x,t) is a sample random field obeying the Klein-Gordon

equation, if QQ.SQ.TQ.'&Q are random functions of k. But one would expect them to be
random functions of k if the state hy,Qn,60,r0,"f}0,t> (more precisely, a normalized
close approximation to it) is the result of reduction dynamics acting on an arbitrary
initial vacuum statevector, since each mode reduces independently and randomly. [We
note that ty,Qo,6Q,r0,i&0,t> satisfies the dynamical equation (4.1a) (with Hf=Hj=O) for

any fluctuation w(x,t). The reduction terms just produce an inessential time dependent

c-number that affects the norm of the statevector, but not the dynamics under the

Hermitian Hamiltonian Hm which the statevector obeys - that is, l\|/,Q0,90,r(j,
if}0,t> is a

completely reduced statevector.]

Thus, totally unexpectedly, without putting in any white noise-dependent

reduction term, there appears a random function of time arising in a natural way from

the "vacuum dynamics" alone. Here we have a class of time-dependent "vacuum"

states which are eigenstates of R(x) with random field eigenvalues. Then we find,

when we couple R(x) to the white noise to obtain reduction, that the reduction strives to

produce this same class of states. This may lead one to hope that one could dispense

with the external white noise entirely, obtaining the fluctuations entirely from within the

theory. To be sure, r(x,t) satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation and w(x,t) does not.

Moreover, the probability distribution of QQ, 6Q,TQ, -d0 determines the statistical

behavior of r(x,t), and no apparent mechanism for achieving the statistical behavior

appropriate for the probability rule has yet appeared. Nonetheless, we believe this is an

exciting possibility that merits further investigation.

Returning now to Eqs. (4.21) we will illustrate "vacuum" dynamics with a

particular choice of an initial state of the "vacuum" with zero energy (no angular

dependence, the zero "angular momentum" state for each mode):

<Q,eiDc(0)IQ',61> = f(Q)f*(Q') (4.25)

and similarly for D,-(t). The solution of Eq. (4.21a) with initial condition (4.25) is
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<Q,eiDt(t)1Q',e'> = f(Q)f*(Q')e-(W4EXQ - Q')2 .

.eCX/8e2){Q2[sin2(e-£t)-sin29]+Q'2[sin2(e'-Et)-sin2ei-2QQ1[siii(B+e1-2£t))-sin(e+e1)]) (4.26)

(Q=iQcos6 + jQsinG) and a similar result holds for Dr(t).

The major feature of Eq. (4.26) is the exponential decay of the off-diagonal

elements of Dc(t) toward a mixture of eigenstates of Q: this shows the reduction

striving toward eigenstates of R(x) that has been claimed. However we note that, for

example, if f(Q(k)) is only nonvanishing for Q(k)<p(k), where p(k) is a small radius,

the exponential decay is no faster than exp[-Xtp(k) /4e(k)]. This suggests that we can

build up a normalized vacuum state by making p(k) sufficiently small for each k so that

the state departs from its original form as slowly as we wish.
In addition we will require p(k->«)-»0 sufficiently rapidly so that the state lv>

(the direct product of normalized mode states) satisfies NR(x)lv>ll«l, Il7ij;(x)lv>lt«l:

R(x) l 0 its(x) l 0 (4.27a,b)

We shall call Eqs. (4.27a, b) the "gauge" conditions, and any state satisfying them will

be regarded as a suitable "vacuum" state. Although any single state lv> is not Lorentz

invariant33 (but the ensemble of suitable lv>'s is), the conditions (4.27) are Lorentz

invariant (HR(x)lv>ll, fas(x)lv>ll are invariant under unitary Lorentz transformations),

and they are all that we shall need when we consider adding fermions.

An important question is, can the "gauge" conditions be maintained when we

add the fermions to the theory? Without reduction the answer is yes. We will see in

this case that we have a theory of free fermions, and lv> can be maintained as the state

which the dressed free fennions creation operators act upon. When there is reduction,

the fermions interact with the vacuum. In the extreme nonrelativistic limit we shall

find, as in section 3d, that the interaction still does not appreciably disturb lv>, so that

the "gauge" conditions can still be maintained to any desired degree of accuracy.

However, when the fermions move this is an unanswered question of great importance,

to which we will return in section 4e.

Finally, we wish to address the question of energy production for a "vacuum"

state due to the reduction. For example, starting with a zero energy-angular momentum

state of a mode, the reduction dynamics breaks up the original wavefunction, which is

independent of angle, into wavepackets that are more and more localized in angle.

Such increasingly localized states are built up of angular momentum of increasing

magnitude, so we expect the energy to monotonically increase due to reduction. To

estimate this increase we consider an initial state f(Q)=51'2(Q-Q0)A'2lc (i.e., a state of
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zero angular momentum that is well localized at Q^Qn)- Disregarding the fluctuating

part of Eq. (4.26), the density matrix is

<Q,eiDc(t)IQ',9'> i n ^

The first two moments of the energy associated with each mode are

(Q,9IDc(t)IQ',e'> = 0H ^ T r ( E l - ^
30

H* = Tr{e2[4-— ]2<Q,GIDfc(t)IQ1,ei> =
1 39

(4.28)

(4.29a)

(4.29a)

Eq. (4.29a) is just the statement for a single mode of the more general result

(4.14), that the average energy remains constant. But Eq. (4.29b) answers the

question about energy increase raised in connection with Eq. (4.15), We see that there

is an energy increase per mode, as expressed in the higher moments of H, but that it

can be made as small as we wish by choosing QQ to be sufficiently small. In particular,

the "gauge" selected "vacuum" state lv> can be made to have an arbitrarily small energy

4c. Dressed Fermions: Extreme Nonrelativistic Limit

Before we can consider reduction of fermion states, we must understand the
nature of those states without reduction. In this section we add to the meson
Hamiltonian the interaction Hamiltonian Hj (appropriate for the extreme nonrelativistic
limit), but the fermion Hamiltonian Hf is still set equal to zero. In the next two
sections we will successively consider the field theory with a nonrelativistic Hf, and
finally the reSau'vistic Hf.

A quick way of seeing how the fermion gets dressed is to write the Hamiltonian

H = ldx{7iR(x)7cs(x) + S(x)[-V2R(x)

= jdx(7tR(x)7is(x)+ S(x)((-V2+ m

We observe that those fermion states which are (simultaneous) eigenstates of the
(commuting) operators K${x) and R(x)+gjdx'^'f(x')5(x1)y(x-x1), with eigenvalues
zero, are eigenstates of H with energy 0. In fact, it is easy to see that such states are
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Ixi..-*N> ~ IT ei

n=l

Since ns commutes with itR and Jjt, and Jtslv>=0, we have

( . .XN> = 0

The states (4.31) are also eigenstates of R(x):

R(x)lx1...xN> = -g2 , y(xn-x')lx1,..xN>
n=l

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)

Therefore, if we have a superposition of the states (4.31), each corresponding

to a particular spatial configuration of fermions, it is a superposition of different

eigenstates of R(x). However, each state carries its signature, an eigenvalue "handle"

that is the sum of Yukawa-potentials attached to that configuration of fermions.

Therefore, when we couple R(x) to the white noise field, it will strive to reduce the

superposition to one such configuration of fermions (see section 4f).

In the remainder of this section, we will show that the states (4.31) are the

natural dressed fermion states to consider. We follow the procedure of section 3c,

defining the bare N-fermion state by Eq. (3.19) (with IO> there replaced by !v>).

Again, denoting !;+(x,f) = (exp-iHt)^t(x)(expiHt) as the operator describing the

fermion being dressed, we have, as in Eq. (3.20), a solution of the Schrodinger

equation

l\|f,t > = (4.34)

(We have used exp-iHtlv>=0, which follows from the construction of Iv> of the

previous section, and Hi lv>=0).

We now calculate ^r(x,t). Using Eq. (3.22) with the Hamihonian (4.30) we

obtain, as in Eqs. (3.23),

dS/dt = -JCR, [D+rn2]S = 0, d^f/dt = -ig ^ S , (4.35a,b,c)

Since S is a free field (and that is what makes this a solvable model of free fermions)
we can write
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S(x,t) =/dx'[S(x')Ci(x-x1,t)-iCR(xI)G(x-x>,t)] (4.36)

where G is the retarded greens function (3.25). The solution of Eq. (4,35c) is

i f ^ ^ ( x ) (4.37)

since S(x,t) commutes with itself at all times.
We are interested in the completely dressed fermion creation operator

£t(x,«,)=£f(x). As in section 3c, we perform the time integral in Eq. (4.37) over the

greens functions using Eqs. (3.28), obtaining the results (3.29), and thereby

(4.38)

This resutt was used in constructing the states (4.31). It shows that the dressing of a

fermion at x consists of multiplying it by a translation operator which, when acting on

the "vacuum" state lv> which is an eigenstate of R(y) with eigenvalue 0, translates it to

an eigenstate of R(y) with eigenvalue -gy(x-y), as indicated in Eq. (4.33).

The state (4.31) constructed from the product of dressed operators (4.38) is an

eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with eigenvalue zero: this follows from

[H, ^(x)] = 0 (4.39)

which may readily be directly calculated. Thus the state (4.31), or any superposition of

such states, which describes dressed fermions at rest, is a solution of SchrOdinger's

evolution equation, although it has no time dependence..

In the next section we will add fermion kinetic energy to the Hamiltonian and

construct time dependent solutions of Schrodinger's equation by the same method. In

fact, this is just a method for creating in-states, and J^(x) might be called an in-state

creation operaior. The unitary operator that creates in-states, which is

(in this case H0=Hm, H=Hm+Hj) satisfies

(4.41)

2 9

so that the state (4.31) consisting of N dressed fermions is just the in-state:

IXp..xN> = U^(x1) . .^(xN) |v> (4.42)

4d. Dressed Fermions: Nonrelarivistic Limit

We will now see some new features which arise when we add

(4.43)

to the Hamiltonian (4.40). It is more complicated because Eq. (4.35c) must be replaced

by

£ x , t ) /3 t = - ' [ -2MV2 + ge-St S(x,t)]Et(x,t) (4.44)

(The convergence factor exp-8t has been inserted in anticipation of taking the t —><*>

limit, as explained following Eq. (3.28).) The solution to Eq. (4.44) is

( 4 4 5 a )

where S(x,t) is given in terms of S(x), JtR(x) and the greens function G by Eq. (4.36).

The time ordered product in Eq. (4.42) is necessary because V2 does not commute with

G.

We define the dressed fermion creation operators as

(4.46)

These are, in fact, just in-state creation operators as in the previous section, satisfying

Eq. (4.41) with

We can use these operators to construct solutions of the Schrodinger equation for free
dressed fermions, using the property
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[H, (4.48)

(Eq. (4.47) follows from equating d^(x,t)/dt =-i[H,^(x,t)] to Eq. (4.44), multiplying

V2, and taking the t - * » limit.) That

( 4 - 4 9 )

satisfies idlY,t>N/dt=Hly,t>N f ° l l o w s directly from differentiation of Eq. (4.49) and

use of Eq. (4.48), as well as Hlv>=0.

What makes Eq. (4.49) the description of a bunch of noninteracting fermions is

the fact that the time-ordered product in

xn) = T{exp[-igfodt'e-5t'e-it
1(2M)"1Vn2

that is associated to a dressed fennion at xn commutes with those associated to

fermions at other positions and does not depend upon fennion creation and annihilation

operators, as opposed to the case in a field theory where fermions interact. Due to the

form of (4.50), Eq, (4.49) describes the evolution of N fermions, each independently

travelling along accompanied by its "vacuum" excitations.

This "vacuum" excitation spectrum, and the fermion momentum spectrum that

is associated with a one-particle in-state ty,t> of energy Ep = p2/2M and momentum p

(e.g., set f(xj) = expip.Xj in Eq. (4.49) for I \|/,t>j) deserves further comment. The

S-matrix U(«,-«.)=U"(0,»)U(0,-«>) can be found from Eq. (4.47) and the out-state

unitary operator U+{0,«) (Eq. (4.47)) with gf .- dt' replaced by -gj o dt1) or, more

simply, employing

Its use may be illustrated by the first-order expression for the amplitude to
go from the state lp>lv;> to lp'>lvf>, where p is the fermion momentum (lp> =
(2it)-3^Idxe'P x^t(x)IO>f) and v,, Vf refer to the initial and final states of the vacuum:
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8(p - p')S(vf, v;) - 2niJdkS(p -p' -k)(g/2)e ik 'x

•{S(Ep -

S(Ep- EP' + ek)<VfKS(x) + !E (4.52)

This shows that at the basic Feynman diagram vertex, a fermion of energy and

momentum (Ep, p) either emits or absorbs a meson of positive or negative energy ±ek,

thereby becoming a fermion characterized by (Ep',p'). It happens that the rate

calculated from Eq. (4.52) vanishes because such a real process violates energy-

momentum conservation. (A fennion at rest (p=0), that decays to a moving fermion

and a negative energy meson requires a fermion final energy Ep' = 2M, which clearly is

out of the realm of the nonrelativistic approximation. When the relativistic expression

for the fermion energy is used, there is no solution provided m/2M < 1, which we

assume.) However, in higher orders there are allowed processes involving two or

more mesons, e.g. a fermion at rest suddenly moves forward emitting two negative

energy mesons in the backward direction. However, these cannot be regarded as real

mesons because, as we see from Eq. (4.49), they do not collide with other dressed

fermions when these are present. So perhaps we should say that a fennion travels

along accompanied by "real" vacuum excitations, instead of possessing just the usual

"virtual" excitations of a standard quantum field theory which has only positive energy

mesons.

It is interesting that we have here, without reduction, a situation similar to that

which occurs when there is reduction, a particle propagating through an infinite

medium (the "vacuum") with which it continuously interacts. Whether a wavepacket

state lv,t>j describes a particle in some kind of stasis with its "vacuum" excitation

environment, or perhaps whether, as in the nonrelativistic CSL reduction theory, the
particle's energy continues to grow as negative energy mesons are produced, or
whether something else happens, is an important question for future analysis.

We close this section by quoting without proof that ly,t>] to first order in g

and with some approximations appropriate to a nonrelativistic theory (i.e. wavefunction
momenta « M, and m « M), is given by

. t ^ = Jdx[ei«2M)"lv2f(x,t)] •

. eigfdx'(-S(x')2Msin(Mlx-x'l) + jt,R(x')U - (4,53)
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In the M—>~> limit, where the sinusoids oscillate so rapidly that their net contribution

vanishes, this becomes equivalent to (4.38). The major effect of finite M, to first order

in g, is to alter the Yukawa-potential in the neighborhood of the origin, over a region of

the size of the panicle Compton wavelength, so that the effective potential is not infinite

at the origin.

4e. Dressed Relativistic Fermions

We wish to construct dressed relativistic fermion creation operators by the

method of section 3c that we have been employing. For this purpose, we need a

fermion vacuum state, for the bare fermion field creation operators to act upon, that

contains no bare fermions. For this reason, we find it advantageous to work with

Dirac's original picture of positive and negative energy fermion creation operators

acting on a no-fermion vacuum 10>f. Later on we will discuss filling up the negative

energy states with dressed negative energy fermions (nefs) to create the physical

fermion "vacuum."

The operator we will utilize to create a bare pef (positive energy fermion) or a

bare nef at a point x is

[br
+(p)ur*(p) + crt(p)vr*(-p)]e-iP-* (4.54)

(Ep = Vp2 + M2). In Eq. (4.54), br
+(p) and Cr^p) create bare pefs and nefs

respectively of momentum p and ur(p) and vr(p) are the usual positive and negative

energy solutions of the Dirac equation with momentum p.

The equation for \|A(x,t), that replaces Eq. (4.44) for 4^(x ,0 of the

nonrelativistic case, is

M)

= -i s[(-iT V + M)7° + (4.55)

(In the last step of Eq. (4,55) we have employed the representation 7O = (1,1,-1,-1) on

the diagonal and zero e!sewhere, and yT = -y, in order to convert y t from a row matrix

to a column matrix, which is more convenient.) Solution of this equation and

construction of the dressed fermion creation operator x/^x) then follows the lines of the

previous section, with the result parallel to that in Eq. (4.50):

3 3

M)7° .

As was done for Eq. (4.48), it can be shown that

[H,\j/t(x)] = Tf°(-i

( 4 5 6 )

(4.57)

Using Eq. (4.57) we can construct energy eigenstates (in-states) of the Hamiltonian,
such as

Ip, ±Ep,r> = (4.58)

where if Wj(p) = u,(p) or w2(p) « u2(p) is used, then these are pef states, while if

Wj(p) = Vj(-p) or w4(p) = v2(-p) is used these are nef states. We note from Eq.

(4.58) that e.g. the dressed pef state of momentum p will contain not only a

superposition of bare pefs of momenta around p, but also will contain bare nefs in the

superposition, because of the x-dependence of the exponential factor in \j/^(x) (Eq.

(4-56)).

Likewise, solutions of the time-dependent SchrSdinger equation can be

constructed for N dressed fermions:

fr, =

(4.59a)

(4.59b)

An interesting new feature of the relativistic situation is that the sign and

effective magnitude of the g-charge depends upon the kind of fermion and its speed.

To see this, let us make the approximation of neglecting -iTV compared to M in the

exponent of Eq. (4.56), obtaining

(4.60)

(4.61)

Using this to construct a dressed fermion at x, we find
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We see that when s=l or 2 that the state in (4.61) is an eigenstate of R(y) with positive

g-charge, but when s=3 or 4, the g-charge is negative. Suppose, for example, we

make a wavepacket for a dressed nef that is fairly localized about momentum p 0 and

position x0. If p o « M so that y\ and/or y j are much larger than the other two

components of ij/t, then the wavepacket will be an approximate eigenstate of R(y) with

eigenvalue +gy(xo-y). However, as p0 increases, the upper and lower components of

\j/t approach comparable size, and the effective magnitude of g will decrease.

Since the reduction rate is proportional to g^ (to lowest order), this means that a

superposition of states of a particle, all of which have approximately the same large

momentum, will reduce more slowly than it does in the rest frame of the particle. This

might have been anticipated as a reflection of the time dilation effect. What might not

have been anticipated is that a superposition of two states of a particle, where both

states describe the particle as being in essentially the same place, but one State has a

larger momentum than the other, will also reduce because the effective strength of the

Yukawa-potential is different for the two states. (Of course, in this free-field theory,

such particle states will soon spatially separate and reduce accordingly, but the

phenomena could be expected to persist in a theory which allowed bound states.) Both

effects merit further study.

Finally we should say something about the physical vacuum, constructed by

filling all the negative energy states with dressed nefs. The way this works may be

seen by taking the product of these states, constructed as in Eq. (4.58), and using for

y*(x) the expression (4.60) to first order in g. One obtains II Ft cr^(p)lv>l0>f plus

the same expression with one cr^(p) replaced by

5=1,2

• jdxJdx1JiR(x')y(x-xp)e'P»'-"<"bs
+(k) (4.62)

So, although the fermion "vacuum" is mostly made up of a complete set of bare nefs

(all holes filled, no bare antifermions) there is an amplitude for the absence of a bare nef

and the presence of a bare pef (a bare fermion-antifermion pair) together with a

disturbance of the meson "vacuum" (in higher orders, more pairs are present). This

fermion "vacuum" comes equipped with built-in fluctuations.

4f. ModeS with Reduction
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We have seen that, without reduction, it is possible to define a stable

normalizeable "vacuum" state lv> satisfying the two "gauge" conditions R(x)lv>=0,
7ts(x)lv>=0, and that the theory describes free dressed fermions. In the extreme

nonrelativistic limit, the meson field dressing is an eigenstate of R(x) with Yukawa-

potential as eigenvalue, and this holds approximately when the fermions move. We

have also considered the "vacuum" by itself when reduction is included and have seen

that, although there are "vacuum" states which undergo dramatic reduction dynamics,

our "gauge" restricted vacuum state lv> can also be made as stable as we wish with

respect to the reduction process.

We shall now consider what happens to the state of a single fermion due to

reduction. The density matrix evolution equation is (4.13):

dD(t)/dt= -i - |jdx[R(x),[R(x),D(t)]] (4.13)

where H=Hf+Hm+Hi. First we analyze the extreme nonrelativistic limit, as we did in

section 3d for the scalar model. The initial density matrix describes a pure state of a

dressed fermion as in (3.35)

D(0) =

To solve Eq. (4.13), we make the same ansatz as in (3.36):

D(t) = |dxdx!f(x)^t(x)IO>fD'(x,xr,t)f<O|f*(x')cJ(x')

D'(x,x',0) = i 0 x 0 |

(4.63)

(4.38)

(4.64a)

(4.64b)

Putting (4.64) into Eq. (4.13) and utilizing Eqs. (4.39) and (4.33) results in the
dynamical equation (3.37) for D', with <{>(y) replaced by R(y).

The discussion in section 3d is completely relevant here. The three terms on the

right hand side of Eq. (3.37) describe reduction behavior for the "vacuum" alone,

reduction behavior for the fermion with rate given by Eq. (3.38)

reduction rate = (A.g2/2)Jdy[y(x-y)-y(x'-y')l2 (4.65)
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and the interaction between the "vacuum" and fermion reductions governed by

x'-y1)] [R(y),D'(x,x\t)] (4.66)

When we perform a modal analysis as was done in section 4b for the vacuum alone, we

obtain e.g. as a replacement for Eq, (4,26)

<Q,eiDc(t)IQ',61> = f(Q)f*(Q') e-^-l' e"<W4e)(Q - Q')2 •

.e(V8t2)(Q2[sin2(9-Et)-sin2e]+Qr2[sin2(B1-et)-sin2e'l-2QQ1[sin(0+e'-2et))-sinC9+e')I}

.e(^-2/e)(Q[sin(e-Et)-sine] - Q'[sin(e'-et)-sine'] (4.67)

(Xi and X,2 are defined in Eq. (3.41): the cosine terms there are to be associated with Dc

and the sine terms with D,-.).

We see from Eq. (4.67), just as for the scalar model (section 3d, Eq. (3.42)),
that the major features of the reduction are the reduction of the fermion states due to the
Yukawa-potential as expressed by the exp-A.jt term, the reduction of the "vacuum"

described by the exponents ~X (the same expression as in Eq. (4.26)), and the last term

that corresponds to the fermion-'vacuum" interaction (4.66). This last term just

oscillates with frequency e. The exponent is as small as we wish because it is

proportional to Q and, for our choice of "vacuum," Q is less than an arbitrary small

value beyond which f(Q) vanishes. Thus there is no dramatic new behavior for the

"vacuum" modes when we add fermions in the extreme nonrelativistic limit: the

"vacuum" state remains lv>, and the fermion state reduces satisfactorily.

However, when we allow the fermion to move, it may very well be a different

story. If, instead of the extreme nonrelativistic approximation (4.38) for £t(x), we use

the nonrelativistic expression (4.50), then %H\) is no longer an eigenstate of R(y).

Making the ansatz

D(t) = '(x,x',r) f<O|̂ (x'), D'(x,x',0) = f(x)lv><0v|f*(x') (4.68)

in order to solve Eq. (4.13), and employing Eq. (4.48) to commute H past Ijt(x), with

use of the expression (4.SO) for ^(x), the dynamical equation for D' is
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dD'(x,x\t)/dt = ->[Hm, D1] + i ^ (V2 . V 2 )D'

- ^ Jdy(R(x,y)2D'+D'R(x',y)2 - 2R(js,y)2D'R(*'.y)2} (4.69)

where R(y) and the first few terms of its expaansion in powers of g is given by

R(x,y) =

= R(y) + i

_._ ( 4 7 0 )

(TR is the time reversed operator, and S is given in Eq. (4.36).)

It is apparent from Eq. (4.70) that in second and higher orders of g, R(y)
involves, through S, the operators JtR(x) and S(x). These operators could, in a
significant way, send the "vacuum" out of the gauge invariant state lv>. In the modal
language of sections 4a and 4b, JIR and S depend upon the momentum operators Pi

and Si (see Eqs. (4.9b), (4.11a) and (4.17)). Now, the wavepackets that describe the

"vacuum" state lv> for each mode have been carefully constructed to be highly localized

in Q[ and rt about the origin. Momentum dependent terms in the evolution equation can

be expected to expand those wavepackets. Then the "gauge" restrictions no longer hold

and all hell breaks loose because the "vacuum" gets caught up in the reduction

dynamics as it tries to reduce to a random sample field of R(y) (section 4b, Eq. (4.24)).

It may be that a dynamic "vacuum" is more appropriate for this theory than a static one.

How, or whether the theory makes sense in these circumstances is yet to be seen.

This situation has not yet been analyzed, and it is of great interest. One of the

things that makes it interesting is something we have foregone mentioning until now.

We have shown (in Eq. (4.14)) that the expectation value of the energy H does not

change. But we know that fermion states are reducing and, therefore, if the physical

picture introduced by GRW is valid here, reducing wavepackets are narrowed and

dierefore suffer an energy increase (Eq. (2.13)). So, why does H remain constant?

Are the wavepackets in fact narrowed, with an accompanying decrease of energy by the

"vacuum" to maintain the energy balance? Or, might the "vacuum" act back upon a

wavepacket, to spread it in a compensating manner, even as it is being reduced so that

the particle suffers no energy increase due to reduction? At this time we do not know

what happens.
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4g, Numerical Considerations

We hope we have demonstrated that the physical picture of reduction of fermion

states based upon an attached Yukawa-potential "handle"20 is worth considering, along

with the GRW13"16 picture of reduction on particle position or its CSL generalization17

of reduction on particle number density. The physical mechanism of "handle"

reduction is different from that of GRW or CSL, and new and interesting featuers arise.

One thing we have not yet done here, which has been done for the latter two models,28

is to consider the parameter choices and the experimental situation.

There are two considerations that are involved. One is that the reduction rate be

"fast" for a macroscopic object and "slow" for a microscopic object- The other is that

the energy change suffered by individual particles due to the reduction process be

within experimental bounds. But, since as remarked at the end of the last section, we

do not yet know what the theory predicts about energy change, such discussion as we

can provide should be considered provisional (but see below).

As we have shown, the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix, taken

between position eigenstates, for a single particle in the extreme nonrelativistic limit,

decay at the rate given by Eq. (4.65):

single particle reduction rate = (4.71)

This may be compared with the GRW rate XGRW[1 - exp-(a/4)lx-x'l2) given in Eq.

(2.12b), where XGRW = lO-^sec"1 = KHyr 1 and a.'1*2 = 10"5cm. If we wish, we

may choose

rrr
1 = a"1 (4.72)

to emulate the GRW choices of a reduction rate that is constant for distances £ arl/2 at a

value \ ; R W .

However, it should be pointed out that the GRW parameters were chosen partly

based upon energy production considerations, which may not hold here. The direct

experimental upper bound on the reduction rate for fermions is surprisingly high, and

consistent with a much more rapid rate than 10'16/sec. To the best of our knowledge,

this was obtained by Zeilinger6, who observed a two-slit neutron interference pattern

(obtained at a distance of 5 m. from the slits, with slit separation 1,260 x 10~s cm).

This pattern would have deviated from its agreement with the quantum theory

prediction if an assumed constant reduction rate for the duration of the neutron's flight

was larger than .1/sec. (Actually, the neutron packets overlapped at about .5m. from
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the slits due to diffraction of the 18.5 Angstram wavelength neutrons by the 220 x 10 5

cm. width slits, so the limit should perhaps be closer to 1/sec.)

The reduction rate given by C S L 1 ^ for a macroscopic object, e.g. of 1 cm.

dimensions and normal density, in a superposition of states where the center of mass in

the two states is separated by 10'5 cm., is about 1013 sec."1. It is given by the

expression

CSL macroscopic object reduction rate = \^f/ a'3/2DN (4.73)

where D is the particle number density = 1024/cm.3 and N is the number of particles

uncovered when we imagine starting with two exactly overlapping copies of the object,

and displacing one of them. (When the separation is so large that there is no particle

overlap of the two states, N is the number of particles in the object.) This certainly

conforms with the philosophical position that a macroscopic object should not remain in

a superposition of states for a time that is perceivable by human senses (= 10'3 sees.),

but there appears to be no more stringent experimental bound.

The reduction rate for a macroscopic object in a superposition of two displaced

states is also given by Eq. (4.65), if we take y to be the total Yukawa-potential due to

all particles. If we imagine an object of dimensions much larger than m-l, then the total

Yukawa-potential at any point inside the object, due to all particles, is approximately

constant at the value

y = JdxDe-mlxf/4jclxl = D/m2 (4.74)

and can be taken to be approximately zero outside the object. If a copy of the object is
imagined displaced from the original, there is no difference in their Yukawa fields
where the two objects overlap. The contribution to the integral in (4.65) comes from
the two regions of identical volume V where they don't overlap, and where the
Yukawa-potential difference between the two objects is just (4.74). We thus obtain

macroscopic object reduction rate = (X.g2/2)(D/m2)22V = Xg2/m4DN (4.75)

Comparison with Eq. (4.73) shows that we may obtain agreement with the CSL
prediction provided

(4.76)

The choices (4.72) are consistent with (4.76).
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5. Quantum Electrodynamics with Reduction

The two-meson-fie!d model in section 4 was constructed to bear a strong

relation to the structure of the longitudinal and timelike photon sector of QED. We shall

see that many features of the model can be carried over to QED. Moreover, in section

4f we saw that the "gauge" conditions in the two-meson-field model are probably

violated when fermions move during reduction dynamics, leading to evolution of the

"vacuum" state. This can occur because the "gauge" conditions there are not truly like

the gauge conditions of QED which one might hope would absolutely forbid such an

evolution.

One important feature of QED is that there are particles carrying both signs of

the charge inside ordinary matter, while in the model of section 4, because there is no

identification of the mesons with any known particles, one is free to chose all fermions

coupled to the mesons as having the same sign of the g-charge. I have elsewhere

argued2*) that we should, for this reason, prefer a reducing theory based on gravity

rather than electromagnetism, since the electric potential would average out to zero

inside ordinary matter, and therefore not provide as effective a "handle" for reduction as

the gravitational potential. Nonetheless, the effects of reduction in the context of this

specific model deserve a careful examination. In what follows, we will only lay out the

structure of the theory.

To carry over the ideas of relativistic CSL to QED, one must have a scalar field

R(x) to couple to the white noise. Furthermore, the dressed fermion state ought to be

approximately an eigenvector of R(x),

Following Dirac24, as we fervently shall do, we perform our calculations in the

Coulomb gauge where the theory can be expressed in terms of already partially dressed

fermion operators

\|/(x)t = (5.1)

(g=+e for a proton and -e for an electron). In Eq. (5.1), the longitudinal potential V(x)
is related to the vector potential by A(x) = A-j-^x) + VV(x) ( withVA-j^x^O), and

V(x) = (-i/V7 )j%ka(k)e'<<* (5.2)

In this section, we are using the nonvanishing commutation relations

4 1

T^nrrrrr

i(k), ai(k')t] = eS(k-k'), , a°(k')t] = -e5(k-k') (5.3)

We suggest the following candidate for the role of R(x):

J

it is clearly a Lorentz scalar, and

- ka(k))e i k" + (ea°t(k) - k-a(k)+)e-'k"](5.4)

2V2V (x - x'
(5.5a,b)

[R(x), ei8v(*'V(x')t] = cigV(x')V(x')t
2V2V (x - %'f

It follows from Eq. (5.6) that, if R{x)lv>=0,

(5,6)

(5.7)

Interestingly, it is not the Coulomb potential but essentially its square (however, with

the associated charge sign) that is the "handle" for reduction. While this is so singular

at the origin that it makes the reduction rate integral (e.g. the exponent in Eq. (3.38))

diverge, we expect that it will be regularized at the origin over the distance M"' by the

further dressing of the fermion due to its motion, as in Eq. (4.53). We return to this

point in some speculative remarks at the end of this section.

It is also worth noting, if we construct the electric field E=-VA°-A, that

V-E = -V2(A0+V) = 2'/2-/jv
;rR(x)

We also define

JCS(X) =

(5.8)

(5.9a,b)
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as well as the conjugate variables to R(x) and Jts(x):

iuR(x) = i (5.10)

S(x) = - (5.11)

It may be directly checked that these operators satisfy the commutation relations (4.4),

with the rest of the commutators vanishing.

The complete set of operators in the longitudinal-tiinelike sector of QED may be

expressed in terms of these operators, which also are a complete set:

A° = 2-l

V = -2-I

V =

-V2 R - (-

)-W R

(5.12a)

(5.12b)

(5.12c)

(5.12d)

We may now look at the gauge conditions and the form of the Hamiltonian
when expressed in terms of the operators R, JtR, S, n$.

All physical states must satisfy the gauge conditions24

= 0, (5.13a,b)

where

(5.14a.b)

(\j/ and \jT can be replaced by the physical variables V* and V without affecting these

equations.)

We see From Eqs. (5.8), (5.9a) that the gauge conditions (5.13) are equivalent

to
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2-l/2(-V2)-V2,cs(x)l<|)> = 0 or
(5.15a)

(5.15b)

We first remark that if we choose the general state in Eq. (5.15) to be the "vacuum"

state, l<(i>=lv>, we have the "gauge" conditions JISIV>=0, Rlv>=0 of the two-scalar

model! But in the latter model we did not have "gauge" conditions for all physical

states as we have here.

As an exercise, we show in terms of these variables that the states in Eq. (5.7)

satisfy the gauge conditions. From Eq. (5.12c) it is obvious that [irs, V]=0, so

[Tts,V(x)t]=0 and Eq. (5.15a) is satisfied. To see that Eq. (5.15b) is satisfied, we

observe that

= g
(5.16)

By applying V-V2 to Eq. (5.5b) we obtain

2%2 Ix-x'l2
5(x-x') (5.17)

Therefore, application of 21^ -V2 to Eq. (5.7) produces

= g S 5(x (5.18)

and the desired result follows from the equality of Eqs. (5.16), (5.18).

If R(x) acts upon a state that satisfies the gauge conditions, the result is a state

that also satisfies the gauge conditions, since R(x) commutes with all operators in Eqs.

(5.15). Since R(x) is the sole operator involved when we add the reducing terms to the

SchrBdinger equation, that means that the reduction process does not violate the gauge

conditions.
In the Coulomb gauge, the Hamiltonian for QED is24

H = - gjAT R + HTR]

+ i |dx[V V- V V + (V2V)2 - Jt°2 - VA°-VAO] + Idxj°A° (5.19)
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where HJR is the transverse photon Hamiltonian, and the interaction term -gj-V V has

been absorbed into the fermion pan of the Hamiltonian by use of V- We want to

concentrate on the longitudinal-timelike part of the Hamittonian (which we shall call

HLT) in the second line of Eq. (5.19).

When we replace all operators in Eq. (5.19) by means of Eqs. (5.12), and

perform some integrations by parts, the result is

HL T = Jdx[j:RJts + VS-VR] + [(-V2)-1/2R - (-V2)1/2S] (5.20)

The Hamiltonian for the free fields is identical to that of the two-scalar model!

(However, the interaction term is quite different, especially in that it depends upon R as

well as S, so that S is not a free field in QED.) In particular, the discussion of the

construction of the "vacuum" state lv> in section 4b is completely applicable to the QED

vacuum.

As is well known, the last term in Eq. (5.20) can be combined with the first,

leaving only the Coulomb interaction term

H
L T

(5.21)

(utilizing (-V2)-ijO(x) = Jdx'j°(x')/4;tlx-x'l). To see how this comes about with the

variables we are using, we write the last term of (5.20) that depends upon R as

JdxjO X [<-V2)-l/2R = !/dx(-V2)-!jOV7(-V2)l/2R =

^ £ O] (5.22)

(The first equality follows from integration by parts, the second from adding and

subtracting (5.21).

Putting Eq. (5.22) back into Eq. (5.20) yields

HLT = Jdx(itRjis -V2R-j°]>

^JdxjO(-V2)-lj» (5.23)

Eq. (5.23) reduces to Eq. (5.21) when the Hamiltonian is applied to any physical state

satisfying the gauge conditions (5.15).
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Thus the dynamical equation for a statevector in QED with reduction is

Jdx[R(x)w(x,t) - (5.24)

where all states are restricted by the gauge conditions (5.15).

The physical consequences of this theory should be investigated. An important

concern is the energy increase due to reduction. Using Eq. (4.13) for the density

matrix evolution it is straightforward to obtain

dH/dt =dTr[HD(t))/dt = O

dH2/dt = (a.g2/8JC4)TrJdx{Jdx'(Vj)/lx - x'|2}D(t)

(5.25a)

(5.25b)

(For these calculations, it is simplest to use y instead of y. This makes explicit the

dependence of H upon -gj-VV, whose commutator (5.5) with R(x) provides the right

hand side of Eq. (5.25b).) Loosely speaking, Eq. (5.25b) indicates that particle motion

causes an H2 increase (if V-J = j° = 0 there is no increase). But why reduction causes

no change in H is as unknown here as in the two-meson model.

Although gauge invariance works very well here, it still may be worthwhile to
try abandoning it, to let the vacuum be a different state than lv> and become all churned
up by the reduction process. It may be that interesting effects will appear, while the
theory may respect gauge invariance in a time averaged way, thereby remaining
consistent with its classical limit.

Finally, I cannot forego a speculative remark about reduction rates. Suppose
the motion of a fermion regularizes the eigenvalue of R(x), in the way mentioned at the
end of section 4d, modifying (x-Xj)"2 in the region Ix-xjl = M'1 so that it is finite at the

origin (I emphasize that this has not yet been shown). Then the reduction rate (4.65)

for a fermion of mass M in a superposition of two states at x and x' separated by a few

times the Compton wavelength would be

reduction rate = (k/2)idy (gy(y-x) - gy(y-x'))2 ~Xe2M (5.26)

In Eq. (5.26), y is the modification of (x-xj)"2 just referred to, with fdxy2 ~ M : the

major portion of the Coulomb "handle" comes from the region in the neighborhood of a

few Compton wavelengths of the particle. Eq. (5.26) is qualitatively different from our
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previous expressions for the reduction rate because it is proportional to the mass of the
fermion. If the fermion is a proton and we equate (5.26) to VGRW = ^ '* sec.-1, we

get for the dimensionless coupling constant X=10"^.

For a macroscopic object in a superposition of two displaced states, the

reduction rate is

reduction rate = (Xe2/2)/dy ( £ [y(y-xn) - y(y-x'n)] }
2 (5.27)

The major contribution to the integral in Eq. (5.27) will come from the protons because

of their larger mass, so we may neglect the contribution of the electrons.When the

displacement is a few nuclear diameters or more, it is likely that it is only the Z protons

of each atom, lumped in a nucleus, which have approximately overlapping squared

potentials, so we obtain the sum £ y(x-xn) » Zy(x-xnuc) for the protons of a single

nucleus. The other cross terms in Eq. (5.27) make a negligible contribution. We thus

obtain, for matter in bulk, the

reduction rate = ^Z2e2NM - AZe2M (5.28)

where N is the number of atoms in the object, and M is the total mass of the object.
For an object of atomic number — 30 containing about 1023 particles, with the choice
X ~ 10"^, the characteristic reduction time would be •» 10"̂  sees.
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